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Never Late, Never Away Chapter 1117 - 1117

“You don’t have to worry about that,” Fabian said confidently. “All you need to do is bring the
brother there. I’ll handle the rest.”

With his assurance, Hannah felt relieved as there was no need to worry after hearing that
from Fabian.

“Alright then. I’ll go take care of the discharge procedures.” Leo spoke hastily and hurried
away, not wanting to waste a single second.

Fabian followed behind and got out to make a call. “Hello? Mr. Lake? Yes, it’s me… There will
be a leukemia patient transferring over to your hospital. He’ll be using my name. So please
help me make the arrangements for his stay there. Thank you.”

Fabian ended the call and saw Hannah and her mother talking from the door. Their eyes
were both wet with tears. Oh well, problems just keep on coming for this woman.

Not long after, Hannah got up. She was worried about the brother that she had never seen,
so she said goodbye to Gillian and dragged Fabian to the hospital.

Along the way, her blank stare never shifted away from the window. She was like a statue,
frozen in time.

“If you have anything to say, just say it. You’ll feel better.” Fabian was worried about Hannah.

Eventually, Hannah snapped out of it and held in her tears. “Ha! What kind of a father is he?
That was some fatherly love he showed back there. I didn’t want it at all! I’m doing all this
for my brother!”

Fabian proceeded to pull Hannah closer with one arm and softly stroked her hair with the
other.

Hannah did not resist, continuing to vent her frustration at him.
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“My life was fine until he comes along and ruins everything. Biological father my a**! He left
me to rot back then and appears again after twenty years! I thought he wanted to redeem
himself, but it turns out he’s only here because of his son! He only needed me to save my
own brother from leukemia! He even insulted me with money! Do I really look like someone
who loves money! How could he be so ridiculous!”

Seeing Hannah complaining like that made Fabian feel like laughing. It was the first time he
saw her acting like this.

Nonetheless, Fabian held it in and listened quietly. He knew that Hannah was a really
sentimental person, so Leo’s indifference must have disgusted her.

Soon after, they arrived at Mercy Hospital. Someone immediately approached them as soon
as they got out of the car. It was the man that Hannah detested, Leo Blackwood.

“Mr. Norton, thank you so much for what you did. I’ll be honest, we initially wanted to bring
him here, but we couldn’t get in the queue in time, so we sent him to Southside.” Leo’s tone
this time was more polite as he was trying to befriend Fabian. After all, chances like these
were hard to come by.

Fabian gave him a slight nod as a response.

“Where is my brother?” Hannah got really annoyed from seeing Leo.

“Follow me,” Leo answered calmly.

The two of them went on to follow Leo until they reached a VIP ward. As soon as they went
in, they could see two people at the bedside.

Huh? Is the one on the right my mother? Who’s that on the left, then? Did my mother have
three kids? Does that mean I have a sister as well?

Right then, Leo walked forward and point to the woman on the right. “This is your mother.”

“Hello, Hannah,” the woman greeted with a smile on her face.

“Hi.” Hannah was confused as she did not know how to address her so-called biological
mother. In the end, she gave up.
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“And this is your older sister, Lyna,” Leo introduced as he pointed towards the lady on the
left.

“Hi, I’m Lyna.” Lyna’s gaze was locked onto Fabian as she said that, brimming with lust.

Never Late, Never Away Chapter 1118

Why is she staring at Fabian like that? Did she fall in love at first sight?

On the other hand, Fabian slowly moved his body closer to Hannah and quietly shoved his
phone into her hand.

Hannah was puzzled when she got the phone, so she whispered, “What’s up?”

Fabian felt embarrassed when he heard that. What do you think? Look at it, of course! Do
you think I’d ask you to take photos with it?

“Look.”

“Look at what?” Hannah was still confused.

“The phone!” Fabian was getting agitated. I really can’t tell whether she’s actually stupid. If I
said yes, she’d be showing me how fast her brain could think sometimes, but if I said no,
these sorts of things happen quite often too.

“Oh.” Hannah proceeded to take a look at the phone.

Winson Blackwood, the son of Leo Blackwood and his legitimate wife… Huh? So my
brother’s name is Winson. But what does this other half mean?

Hannah continued reading. Felicia Chalamet, Leo Blackwood’s mistress-turned-wife…
mistress? Then she became his wife? That means she’s not my mother, but my stepmother,
right? What is this man doing!

When she the better half of the story, Hannah’s opinion of Leo worsened immediately.

Lyna Blackwood, the daughter of Leo Blackwood and Felicia Chalamet…
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As soon as she was done, Hannah walked straight towards the bed, ignoring Leo as she
went to look at Winson.

At the moment, he looked relatively skinny and weak. Several red spots could be seen on his
right arm, and his belly was slightly bloated as beads of sweat constantly formed on his
forehead.

Hannah felt slightly dejected after seeing her brother in this state.

Why did this happen? This really is leukemia!

“When can we do the surgery?” she asked anxiously while she wiped away Winson’s cold
sweat.

“Any time. I have asked about it as soon as we got here. They say that as long as your bone
marrow is compatible, they can do it any time,” Leo answered immediately, thrilled to see
that Hannah was just as concerned as he was.

“Okay. Call someone over to do the compatibility test right now. Let’s do the surgery this
afternoon.” Hannah could not bear to see her brother suffer even a second more.

“Huh? That’s not an option. You need to rest for a day at least. The surgery will be
tomorrow.” Fabian commented with a stern expression, unhappy about what he just heard.

“Why? Look at him. It’s so heart-wrenching to see him like this. Isn’t it better to get it done as
soon as possible?” Hannah tried to fight back.

“You didn’t get enough sleep last night, so the surgery might be too much for your body to
handle right now. Besides, the surgeon that I found can only be here tomorrow. If you want
your brother to be as safe as possible, wait for a day then.”

Truth be told, Fabian was afraid that something might go wrong during the surgery. That
was why he requested the hospital transfer. He even got a specialist specifically for that
operation.

Hence, Hannah did not have a choice. The doctor was not available, so she could not do it
even if she wanted to. In the end, she reluctantly accepted Fabian’s proposition with a nod.
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Meanwhile, there was a peculiar glint in Lyna’s gaze, shifting between Fabian and Hannah
repeatedly.

There’s definitely something going on between them. If not, why would Fabian do all this for
her?

“Thank you, Mr. Norton, for helping my brother.”

Lyna spoke after taking step forward, fiddling with her hair.

It was then that Fabian finally realized that the woman was Lyna.

After his breakup with Vivian, Fabian went around and mingled with all sorts of women.
Lyna was one of them, as they spent quite some time together. Nevertheless, Fabian was
never serious about it, so he did not pay much attention.

“No problem. Who would have thought that he was your brother,” Fabian gave a mannerly
response.

“Why not I treat you to a meal later? As a token of appreciation for you helping my brother
and to do some catch up since it has been a while since we last met.”

Lyna knew about Fabian’s net worth, so she wanted to get on his good side. Back then, she
frequently asked her father to help her put in a good word with the Norton family, hoping
that she could marry him. If I became Fabian’s wife, I would get everything I ever wanted!
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